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Abstract

In this paper� we discuss the solutions to a class of Hermitian positive de�nite

system Ax � b by the preconditioned conjugate gradient method with circulant

preconditioner C� In general� the smaller the condition number ��C����AC�����
is� the faster the convergence of the method will be� The circulant matrix Cb that

minimizes ��C����AC����� is called the best conditioned circulant preconditioner

for the matrix A� We prove that if FAF � has Property A where F is the Fourier

matrix� then Cb minimizes jjC � AjjF over all circulant matrices C� Here jj � jjF
denotes the Frobenius norm� We also show that there exists non�circulant Toeplitz

matrix A such that FAF � has Property A�
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� Introduction

In this paper� we discuss the solutions to a class of Hermitian positive de	nite system
Ax 
 b by the preconditioned conjugate gradient method �PCG� The rate of convergence
of the conjugate gradient method �CG� depends on the condition number ��A�� see ���
In general� the smaller ��A� is� the faster the convergence will be In case ��A� is not
small� the method is always used with a Hermitian positive de	nite matrixM to speed up
the convergence rate of the method More precisely� instead of applying the CG method
to the system Ax 
 b� we apply the method to the transformed system �A�x 
 �b where
�A 
M����AM����� �x 
M���x and �b 
 M����b The matrixM is called a preconditioner
for A The preconditioner M is chosen so as to minimize ��M����AM����� and to allow
e�cient computation of the product M����v for any given vector v The preconditioner
M for A can also be viewed as an approximation to A that is easily invertible

A matrix B is said to have Property A if there exists a permutation matrix P such
that
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where D� and D� are square diagonal matrices and H and K are arbitrary matrices
An n�by�n matrix A 
 �ai�j� is said to be Toeplitz if ai�j
ai�j� ie� A is constant

along its diagonals An n�by�n matrix C is said to be circulant if it is Toeplitz and its
diagonals cj satisfy cn�j
c�j for � � j � n � � In this paper� any circulant matrix
C 
 �ck�j�

n
j�k�� is denoted by circ�c�� c�� ���� cn��� We remark that all circulant matrices

C can be diagonalized as
C 
 F ��F� ���

where F 
 �p
n
�e

��jki
n �n��j�k�� is the Fourier matrix Hence� for any vector v� the matrix�

vector multiplicationC����v 
 F ������Fv can be computed e�ciently by the Fast Fourier
Transform �FFT� in O�n logn� operations Since circulant matrices are Toeplitz matrices
themselves� it is natural to consider using circulant matrices as preconditioners for Toeplitz
systems� see Strang ���� and Olkin ����

A circulant matrix Cb is said to be the best conditioned circulant preconditioner for a
matrix A if

��C
����
b AC

����
b � � ��C����AC�����

for any circulant matrix C In this paper� we prove that if FAF � has Property A� then Cb

is the minimizer of jjC�AjjF over all circulant matrices C Clearly� by ��� if A is circulant
then FAF � has Property A We will show that there exists non�circulant Toeplitz matrix
A such that FAF � has Property A
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� Background of Circulant Preconditioners

For any n�by�n Hermitian positive de	nite Toeplitz matrix An 
 �aj�k�
n
j�k��� there are

many possible circulant matrices C that one can de	ne to be the preconditioners for the
system Anx 
 b The most natural choice is the Strang preconditioner which is de	ned
to be the circulant matrix CS that copies the central diagonals of An and then wraps
around to form the circulant� see ���� In particular� CS 
 circ�a�� ���� am� am��� ���� a��
when n 
 �m

If the diagonals aj of the Toeplitz matrix An are Fourier coe�cients of a positive
function in the Wiener class �ie

P�
i�� jaij � ��� Chan ��� proved that the eigenvalues

of the preconditioned matrix C
����
S AnC

����
S will be clustered around one More precisely�

for all � � �� there exist N�� N�� such that� for all n � N�� at most N� eigenvalues of
C
����
S AnC

����
S � I have absolute value larger than � Hence� the PCG method has a

superlinear convergence rate for large n Speci	cally� we have for all � � �� there exists a
constant c��� � � such that the error vector eq of the preconditioned conjugate gradient
method at the qth iteration satis	es jjeqjj � c����qjje�jj when n is su�ciently large Here

jjxjj� 
 x�C
����
S AnC

����
S x� Hence� the number of iterations required for convergence is

independent of the size of the matrix An when n is large
Since the convergence rate of the PCG method depends on how small the condition

number ��C����AC����� is� and it is not easy to 	nd the circulant preconditioner C
that minimizes such condition number� much attention has been focused on searching
a circulant matrix C which is close to the matrix A in certain norms For any n�by�
n Toeplitz matrix An 
 �aj�k�

n
j�k��� T Chan in ��� proposed a circulant preconditioner

CF 
 circ�c�� c�� ���� cn��� which is the minimizer of jjC�AnjjF over all circulant matrices
C Here jj � jjF denotes the Frobenius norm He showed that the entries cj of CF are given
by

cj 

ja��n�j� � �n� j�aj

n
� j 
 �� �� ���� n� ��

It was then shown in Chan ��� that the spectrum of C
����
F AnC

����
F is also clustered

around one if the underlying generating function of An is a positive function in the Wiener
class Tyrtyshnikov in ���� extended the de	nition of CF to any general n�by�n matrix A
Also� he proved that CF is symmetric positive de	nite whenever A is Note that forming
CF only needs O�n� operations for Toeplitz matrix A of order n� and O�n�� operations for
general n�by�n matrix A We note that instead of minimizing in the Frobenius norm as the
T Chan preconditioner does� Strang�s preconditioner CS actually minimizes jjC � Anjj�
and jjC � Anjj� over all Hermitian circulant matrices C� see Chan ���

Since the matrices C��A and C����AC���� are similar� the PCG method converges
superlinearly when the eigenvalues of C��A are clustered around one Tyrtyshnikov in
���� therefore proposed using the circulant preconditioner CT that minimizes jjI�C��AjjF
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over all nonsingular circulant matrices C Fast algorithms for 	nding CT take O�n� logn�
operations for general n�by�n matrix A and only O�n logn� operations when A is Toeplitz
He proved that the circulant matrix CT is symmetric positive de	nite whenever A is The
analysis of such preconditioner for Toeplitz matrix A with positive generating function
in the Wiener class was given by Chan� Jin and Yeung in ��� They proved that the
eigenvalues of the preconditioned system are clustered around one The circulant matrix
CT is called the superoptimal circulant preconditioner for A and CF is called the optimal
circulant preconditioner for A

Since the iterative matrix used in the PCG method is C����AC����� Huckle in ���
proposed the circulant preconditioner CH which is de	ned to be the minimizer of jjI �
C����AC����jjF over all positive de	nite circulant matrices C He found that for any
Toeplitz matrix A of order n� forming CH requires a solution of another n�by�n linear
system which can be solved iteratively in O�n logn� operations He then proved that if
the underlying function of A is positive and in the Wiener class� then the eigenvalues of
the preconditioned system are clustered around one

� Best Conditioned Preconditioner

However� the above preconditioners are not the �true� optimal approximation It is be�
cause the convergence rate of the PCG method depends on the condition number of the
matrix C����AC���� Therefore� one should minimizes ��C����AC����� instead of mini�
mizing the norms of matrices The aim of this paper is to 	nd the circulant matrix which
minimizes such condition number The minimizer is called the best conditioned circulant
preconditioner for A We 	nd that for matrices A such that the product FAF � has Prop�
erty A� the best conditioned circulant matrix is just the optimal circulant preconditioner
CF  The following two Lemmas relate matrices with Property A to the best conditioned
circulant matrix

Lemma � �Forsythe and Straus ��	� Let Q be a Hermitian positive de�nite matrix of

the form

Q 


�
Ip
B

B�

Iq

�

where Ip and Iq are identity matrices of order p and q respectively� Then ���Q�� � ��Q�
for any diagonal matrix ��
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Lemma 
 �Chan� Jin and Yeung ��	� Let A be an n�by�n matrix and CF be the

optimal circulant preconditioner for A� Then

CF 
 F ���FAF ��F�

where F is the Fourier matrix and ��B� is the diagonal matrix such that ��B�i�i 

�B�i�i� � � i � n�

With the help of the Lemmas� we prove the main result

Theorem � Let A be an n�by�n Hermitian positive de�nite matrix� If the matrix FAF �

has Property A� then CF minimizes ��C����AC����� over all Hermitian positive de�nite

circulant matrices C�

Proof For any circulant matrix C� by ���� we have C 
 F ��F where � is a diagonal
matrix Hence

��C����AC����� 
 ��F ������FAF ������F � 
 �������FAF ��������

Let �F 
 ��FAF ��� the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries the same as the diagonal

entries of FAF � Since FAF � has Property A� the matrix �
����
F FAF ��

����
F also has Prop�

erty A and has the same structure as the matrix Q in Lemma � Therefore� by Lemma ��
the diagonal matrix �F minimizes �������FAF ������� over all positive de	nite diagonal
matrices � By Lemma �� CF 
 F ��FF  Hence� CF minimizes ��C����AC����� over all
Hermitian positive de	nite circulant matrices C �

Obviously� FAF � has Property A for any circulant matrix A Let us show that there
exist non�circulant Hermitian Toeplitz matrices which have Property A Let
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where a and c are real numbers� b and d are complex numbers with b� �d 

p����b� d�

It is not di�cult to show that FA�F
� and FA�F

� have Property A Finally� we emphasis
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that CF is not the best conditioned circulant matrix for general Hermitian positive de	�
nite matrix A For example� let us consider
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�
CCCCA

and
C 
 circ������������ �� ��������

Then we have

��C
����
F AC

����
F � � ������ � ������ � ��C����AC������

� Concluding Remarks

For an n�by�n Hermitian matrix A such that FAF � has Property A� we have proved that
the optimal circulant preconditioner CF is the best conditioned circulant preconditioner
for A Chan and Yeung ��� have proved that if A is a Toeplitz matrix with positive ��
periodic continuous generating function� then the PCG method with CF as preconditioner
has a superlinear convergence rate We refer the readers there for numerical performances
of such preconditioner
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